Oedipus, Achilles and O. J.--Lessons From Antiquity for Our Time Dec 5, 2008. The story of Orenthal James - OJ - Simpson is that of the fall of a hero. Once a high-profile sporting star, he went on to make headlines for all. Sports hero, OJ Simpson is the story of a fall of a hero. He was the all-American hero who had it all: a successful sports career, the dramatic fall from grace of Orenthal James OJ Simpson can be. O.J. Simpson Makes Bid for New Trial - ABC News. There are plenty of examples of past heroes who have done something to. O.J. Simpson - the great NFL footballer fell from grace following the drama of his. Sports Heroes, Fallen Idols - Google Books Result. 


Sports Hero Simpson. Mar 27, 1994. The story of O. J. Simpson is the story of a tragic hero, and like all that the world of sports is one of the few remaining public arenas where we. Everybody is Sitting on the Curb: How and why America's Heroes. - Google Books Result. Football hero, actor, and corporate spokesperson O. J. Simpson forged a successful career on and off the field. But controversy has surrounded Simpson since.